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ABSTRACT
This paper examines India's different nuclear posture adoption toward Pakistan and China. India has been developing its nuclear weapons to ensure its survival amidst ongoing tensions with Pakistan and China. However, India's relationship with China tends to be cooperative, while Pakistan tends to be conflictual. Theoretically, the mutual accumulation of nuclear power will increase tension and further deteriorate bilateral relations. Through posture optimization theory and Jervis' four worlds, this article qualitatively compares the two cases and its implication for their bilateral relations. The result shows that India's adoption of an assured retaliation posture that directly deter Pakistan affects their relationship to be hostile and leaves no possibilities for cooperation. On the contrary, the existence of the United States as India's strategic partner made China reluctant to be aggressive and opt for diplomatic settlements with India. India-Pakistani relations dynamics reflect Jervis' doubly dangerous world, while Sino-Indian relations reflect the second world unaffected by the accumulation of power, although there is an intense security dilemma.
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ABSTRAK
Artikel ini bertujuan untuk menjelaskan perbedaan adopsi postur nuklir India terhadap Pakistan dan China. Untuk menjamin keberlangsungan hidupnya, India mengembangkan senjata nuklir ditengah peningkatan tensi yang terjadi dengan Pakistan dan China. Namun, hubungan bilateral India dengan China cenderung kooperatif, sedangkan dengan Pakistan cenderung konflikual. Secara teoritis, akumulasi kekuatan nuklir akan meningkatkan tensi dan memperburuk hubungan bilateral negara terkait. Melalui teori posture optimization dan kategorisasi dunia Jervis, artikel ini membandingkan secara kualitatif konflik nuklir India dengan Pakistan dan China serta implikasinya terhadap hubungan bilateral mereka. Hasil analisis memperlihatkan adopsi postur assured retaliation membuat India mengimbangi kekuatan Pakistan secara langsung sehingga hubungan mereka agresif dan tidak memberikan kesempatan bekerjasama. Di sisi lain, keberadaan Amerika Serikat mempengaruhi China untuk enggan berperilaku agresif dan mengambil pendekatan diplomatik dengan India. Dinamika hubungan India-Pakistan memperlihatkan kesesuaian dengan dunia doubly dangerous Jervis, sedangkan hubungan India-China sesuai dengan dunia kedua yang tidak dipengaruhi akumulasi kekuatan walaupun ada dilema keamanan yang intens di belakangnya.

Kata Kunci: India; Pakistan; China; Postur Nuklir; Kebijakan Nuklir
Introduction

Nuclear proliferation has heightened tension within South Asia, particularly involving India, Pakistan, and China. Conflicts between these states range from territorial disputes to identity sentiments, serving as a source of insecurity for India, which is (un)strategically located in the middle of Pakistan and China. The India and Pakistan sibling rivalry has been occurring since the forming of Pakistan as a state, which resulted in 1947, 1965, and 1999 border wars, the 1971 Bangladesh war, and numerous terrorist attacks, such as the 2008 Mumbai attacks. Meanwhile, India's growing tension with China started from its skirmishes in the 1965 border war and its extended border disputes, the provision of the Dalai Lama, to China-backed ethnic insurgencies in northeastern India. Thus, the nuclear arms race increases regional instability.

With three nuclear-powered states neighboring each other, any Indian increase in power will alert the others and possibly increase the security dilemma between them. Similarly, when China increased its nuclear capabilities, India and Pakistan felt oppressed by the nuclear growth. The condition creates a "domino effect" pattern where each country increases its nuclear power and motivates other states to balance it. As conflicts plug the relations between them, the clarity of these states' nuclear policies is vital to prevent any possibilities of nuclear retaliation against conventional clashes and any deterioration of a state's bilateral relations.

Under the assumption that these similar patterns of events exacerbated with nuclear weapons will result in India's equally hostile relations with Pakistan and China, the reality shows different behavior. The existing political tensions between India and Pakistan tend to be more fragile and hostile, with no confidence-building measures (CBM) or negotiation efforts succeeding in normalizing their relations. On the contrary, India and China relations tend to be less hostile. Despite their ongoing conflict, they successfully normalized their diplomatic ties in 1988 and established cooperation in military and economic fields. Especially with China's disproportionately higher nuclear power than Pakistan's, hypothetically, India should be more insecure and become more hostile to China than Pakistan.

Academic debates have been going on the nature of India-Pakistan and India-China relations. Scholars agree that the India-China-Pakistan relations are dangerously creating instability in the South Asia region, their antagonistic relationship related to their border dispute that fragrance with nuclear
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capability among three states. Much literature is covered on the hostile relations between India and Pakistan and views India-China relations as underestimated and underexplored.

Iqbal describes the India-Pakistan hostile relationship in detail. The history of three wars and numerous standoffs between India and Pakistan has become the primary source of instability in South Asia. These realities became the main reason for Pakistan to develop its nuclear weapons to respond to India's nuclear possession, which was intended to deter China's nuclear weapons. On the other hand, Mohd Lateef Mir shows a security dilemma between India and Pakistan in operation. India's aspirations for its regional and global profile are perceived as threats by Pakistan as the smaller neighbor. To ensure its security, Pakistan established its nuclear capability that threatens India. This path becomes an "action-reaction" cycle that increases tension between them. Along with those arguments, Sultan and Sasikumar view that the India-Pakistani hostility arises from the wars and conflicts that affect the growing security dilemmas for each other.

On the other side, research by Cunningham and Medcalf shows that India-China nuclear issues are underexplored and underestimated. The stable relationship involving mutual deterrence becomes the reason behind it, even though there is probably mistrust, asymmetric relations, capability development, and geopolitical dynamics that will increase the risk of instability between them. In addition, Basrur views that CBMs and compromises are ways of managing the nuclear rivalry that heightens the tension between India and China. Cooperation and negotiations are plausible from both sides despite being prone to stalemates.

To emphasize, this article examines India's different nuclear posture in dealing with Pakistan and China, which are hostile against Pakistan and differently cooperate with China, despite similar conflicts in their relations. This paper argues that a particular categorization of nuclear posture could lead to a certain degree of security dilemma that manifests in a specific world. With the assured retaliation posture adopted by India against Pakistan, the reactivity of Pakistan results in a doubly dangerous world that is prone to an arms race and conflict escalation due to the high degree of the security dilemma. However, India's catalytic posture against China enables it to build cooperation in a world of conflicts and 'intense' security dilemmas.

While most literature talks about how the build-up of power will affect Indian relations, this paper emphasizes the impact of nuclear posture on the feasibility of compromise and cooperation. The article limits its discussion to bilateral relations between India-Pakistan and India-China, whereas other literature usually examines all actors. Specifically, it looks at India's nuclear policy regarding its utilization of

nuclear weapons, especially against their closest adversary, Pakistan, and China. This article also sees the dynamics of the South Asian region, which focuses on India as its central actor. It aims to answer the question, why did India show a different behavior towards their bilateral relations with Pakistan and China despite a similar series of tensions from nuclear weapon proliferation?".

Methodology

This article is based on a qualitative research method with an inductive approach. We utilized comparative design using two contrasting study cases to examine the causal mechanism between India-Pakistan and India-China.\(^1\) Data collection relied on secondary data from the literature, database, and documents, such as state-released official documents, mass media outputs, books, and journals.\(^2\) These data are analyzed through a comparative analysis to discover empirical relationships among its variables.\(^3\) Specifically, the comparative analysis is used to see why a certain case is not happening as it should be and uncover additional contributing variables generated by the theory.

a. Posture Optimization Theory and Four World Models

Posture optimization theory argues that state nuclear posture is more significant in posing a deterrence effect than nuclear power acquisition alone. The international system and domestic constraints limit regional nuclear powers, including capabilities, management procedures, and transparency. This theory identifies three possible nuclear postures adopted by a state, which are; (1) catalytic posture, where the state has a third party that provides military and diplomatic support to stall nuclear breakout; (2) assured retaliation, where the state relies on direct nuclear deterrence and coercion, with a no-first-use principle and presence of a survivable retaliation-strike; and (3) asymmetric escalation where the state has the option to conduct first nuclear offense against any conventional attack. Figure 1 shows the categorizations of nuclear posture that a state might adopt.\(^4\)

There are four related and derivable variables to determine their posture: structural and unit-level intervening variables. The structural variables reflected their security environment, which is whether or not the state has a third-party patron to provide protection and the existence of any conventionally-superior offensive threat. If the state has a third-party patron, it will adopt a catalytic posture. The state refers to the protection of its reliable third party in times of a nuclear crisis as an external balancer. If not, the existence of a conventionally-superior offensive threat usable across geographies and poses an existential threat will lead to the adoption of an asymmetric escalation posture as the state will not have any external protection and balancer. Adopting an asymmetric escalation posture means the state can resort to the first use of nuclear weapons against conventional attacks. If not, the posture will be examined from its unit-level variables.

The unit-level variables include the state's civil-military arrangement and its resources' constraints. If the state adopts an assertive civil-military arrangement, it will adopt an assured retaliation posture. Assertive civil-military arrangements push a state to centralize command authority to civilian authorities, meaning nuclear asset deployment is avoided. If the state adopts a delegative civil-military structure, the posture is determined from the resource constraints as there is positive control to ensure nuclear use if necessary. The availability of resource constraints will favor the adoption of assured retaliation, and significant resource limitations will restrain the state from deploying nuclear first. If the state has no resource constraint, it will adopt asymmetric escalation as they are advantageous compared to its adversaries to deploy nuclear first.
To complement Posture optimization theory, this article also utilizes the worlds of offense-defense theory to categorize Indian relations with Pakistan and China. The worlds are derived from the previously determined variables: whether the offensive posture is distinguishable from the defensive one, and which capabilities have the advantage over each other. From those variables, four worlds are identified, which consist of: (1) a doubly dangerous environment where both states act as aggressors and an arms race is likely when offensive posture is not distinguishable from defensive ones, but offensive capabilities are advantageous; (2) a world of intense security dilemma with possibilities to increase power without threatening other states when posture is not distinguishable, but defensive capabilities has the advantage; (3) a world with evident/possible aggression and security problems without any security dilemma with a different offensive posture from defensive ones with advantageous offensive capabilities; and (4) a doubly stable environment with a different posture and advantageous defensive capabilities.

Those four worlds conditions proposed by Jervis merged with Posture Optimization theory can be concluded into several hypotheses. The Catalytic posture tends to create a world with evident or possible aggression and security problems without any security dilemma. The patron's availability did not require the states to retaliate directly. Asymmetric escalation tends to create an intense security dilemma with possibilities to increase power without threatening other states. The existence of conventionally superior proximate offensive threats allows them to conduct the first nuclear offense against any conventional attack. Furthermore, assured retaliation tends to create a doubly dangerous environment where both states act as aggressors. The arms race is likely because the state relies on direct nuclear deterrence and coercion, with the presence of a survivable retaliation strike. Figure 2 below shows the relationship between Posture Optimization Theory and Jervis Four World model.

![Figure 2. Four World of Posture Optimization Theory](source: Robert Jervis, Cooperation under the Security Dilemma, 1978)
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Analysis

a. Repeating Patterns of Nuclear Tensions

India has constantly exacerbated conflicts with nuclear tensions against its bordering neighbors. The nuclear proliferation within the Southern Asia region revolves around the domino effect of China's nuclear acquisition, which led to India's nuclearization due to its insecurity.\(^{18}\) India's course of action also instigated Pakistan's insecurity and pushed them to build nuclear weapons for survival.\(^ {19}\) The condition has become a repeating cycle of power accumulation within the nuclearized region.\(^ {20}\) Hence, a cyclical pattern lies with China's growing global power that threatens India as a growing regional power, intensifying Pakistan's insecurity against India.\(^ {21}\)

The constant territory struggle increased the overshadowing tension behind India-Pakistani and Sino-Indian relations.\(^ {22}\) These tensions are prolonged as no settlement of territorial disputes has been reached, resulting in many clashes such as, but not limited to, the 1999 Kargil War, the 2019 military standoff, the Doklam Crisis, and the Galwan Valley clash.\(^ {23, 24}\) The dispute poses an international threat to India's and its adversaries' possession of nuclear weapons. Although the conflicts were not nuclearized, threats of nuclear deployment are often delivered, corresponding to clashes between the borders to prevent further offensive measures.\(^ {25}\)

India's most recent and prominent nuclear tension with Pakistan and China can be examined from two cases in the respective order: the 2019 Border Standoff and the Doklam Crisis. Retaliatory strikes between India and Pakistan shown in the 2019 Border Standoff were overshadowed by threats of nuclear deployment, especially with Air Forces and artillery involved in the offenses.\(^ {26, 27}\) This clash worries observers about the possibility of a nuclear outbreak.\(^ {28}\) Additionally, Prime Minister Modi implies a possibility of an open-ended war through their threat against Pakistan to deploy short-range nuclearization in the region.


\(^{19}\) Ibid.


surface-to-surface conventional weapons. The security outlook of this clash can be seen as an arms race and acquire a nuclear character that can take 125 million casualties if the outbreak is unleashed.30

Meanwhile, India-China tension tended to be relatively under control during the 2017 Doklam Crisis. Chinese road construction on the Doklam Plateau triggered India's deployment of military troops as per Bhutan's request for assistance in securing the area.31 An informal meeting was conducted to realign Prime Minister Modi and President Xi to mend India and China's bilateral relations disrupted by the military standoff.32 The conflict ended abruptly after prolonging for 73 days without any final agreement between India and China.33

Another factor that exacerbated the tension between India, Pakistan, and China rose from their identity-related tension, specifically religious tension. For Pakistan, religion is the main reason for their purpose as a nation, which resulted in the Partition of India and their right to acquire Kashmir and Jammu, which Muslims predominantly inhabit as their territory.34 Pakistan felt the need to acquire the territory for the importance of their nation-building and to prevent discrimination against the Muslim minority in India.3536 Meanwhile, Indian religious tensions with China lie in their occupation of Tibet and the provisions of the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan refugees.37 China perceived the action as a threat and India's intervention to their sovereignty.38 China also blames India's backing of the Dalai Lama for escalating the situation in the 2008 protests and riots.39

To settle the issue, ceasefire agreements, conferences, border control mechanisms, and other forms of CBM have been established to contain violent action. Emergency hotlines, exchanging list of nuclear facilities, communication links as per Memorandum of Understanding, talks such as Composite Dialogue Process, even agreements such as Reducing the Risk from Accidents Relating to Nuclear Weapons, Tashkent Declaration, Shimla Agreement, Lahore Declaration, and Agra Summit.4041
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41 Confidence Building Measures in Nuclear South Asia: Limitations and Prospects
In the context of the India-Pakistan conflict, a de-facto border called the Line of Control (LoC) was also established between India and Pakistan to signify their limits to each other's territory. However, violations of said CBMs aggravate the use of force in the contested territory. The agreement was deemed ineffective in suppressing the nuclear threat between India and Pakistan as it lacked practical, contemporary meaning. Additionally, growing non-state actor threats from terrorists and militants in Kashmir and Jammu continuously instigated the violations along the LoC between India and Pakistan. To this circumstance, there has been no successful cooperation between India and Pakistan as their relations remain hostile. Some of these include the Mumbai Bombings by Lashkar-e-Taiba in November 2008, the 2001-2002 Pakistani-sponsored attacks on the Indian parliament, infiltration of allegedly Pakistani-backed terrorist and militant groups in Kashmir and Jammu, maintaining the suspicion between India and Pakistan. Although India and Pakistan managed to establish the Indus Water Treaty, both parties mismanaged and violated the treaty, resulting in disproportionate control over water access.

Meanwhile, India and China's Line of Actual Control (LAC) are also often violated as China expands interest within their borders to other countries, significantly correlating to their Belt and Road Initiatives projects in the neighboring states. It has yet to reach an agreement between India and China, resulting in the 1962 Border War and unclear control over the Line of Actual Control as its new unofficial redraw of borders.

However, various cooperative efforts between India and China have shown positive developments. They managed to normalize their bilateral relations in 1988 with Rajiv Gandhi's visit to China, which agreed to set their differences aside in expanding cooperation to other areas, such as the economic sector. India and China succeeded in establishing the India-China Joint Economic Group on Economic Relations and Trade, Science, and Technology (JEG) to discuss trade-related cooperation issues. Under this cooperation, bilateral trade between India and China experienced significant growth, increasing from 264 million in 1990 to USD 2.9 billion by 2000. India and China have maintained military cooperation other

42 https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/03/01/ceasefire-line-of-control-pakistan-india/
than economic cooperation, such as their yearly joint military exercises "Hand-in-Hand" since 2007.\textsuperscript{51} Their latest drill was conducted in 2019.\textsuperscript{52} These arrangements portray a trust between India and China that enables ongoing cooperation.

b. Nuclear Capabilities Comparison between India, Pakistan, and China

As previously mentioned, nuclear development within the Southern Asia region resulted from a domino effect caused by each other's acquisition of nuclear power. China started its nuclear power development corresponding to the growing threat from the United States during the Taiwan Strait Crisis and the Korean War.\textsuperscript{53} With its first atomic bomb test in October 1964, China became a nuclear power state.\textsuperscript{54} This brought insecurity for India, portraying its nuclear program as a response to the politico-strategic threat vis-à-vis the 1962 Sino-Indian War.\textsuperscript{55} Immediately corresponding to India's growing nuclear power, Pakistan took a clear step to develop its nuclear weapons. Zulfikar Ali Bhutto stated in 1965 that Pakistan would build the bomb even if they went hungry.\textsuperscript{56} The series of events led to a cycle of security dilemmas between these states, projecting a degree of a 'nuclear arms race on its own. The figures below portray the nuclear weapon possession gap between India, Pakistan, and China.\textsuperscript{575859}

\textsuperscript{54} Ibid.
India, Pakistan and China's Aggregate Nuclear Power

Formula used: Number of Warhead x Kilotons yield

Note: Chart utilizes the maximum threshold to showcase smaller data.

**Figure 3.** Comparison of Aggregate Nuclear Power based on Arsenal Type
Source: Hans M. Kristensen, and Matt Korda, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 2020

**Figure 4.** Comparison of Total Aggregate Nuclear Power
Source: Hans M. Kristensen, and Matt Korda, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 2021

**Figure 5.** Comparison of Warheads based on Arsenal Type
Source: Hans M. Kristensen, and Matt Korda, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 2020
c. **Indian, Pakistani, and Chinese Nuclear Doctrines**

The state nuclear doctrine affected the operationalization of their nuclear weapons. It also constitutes the main principles of their nuclear weapon development, degree of transparency for their nuclear weapon deployment, command-and-control architecture, and strategic use of nuclear weapons. The doctrine will be the main document to determine a state's policies when dealing with nuclear threats.

After conducting its last nuclear test, "Operation Shakti," in 1998, India arranged their nuclear doctrine to be implemented for its future nuclear weapons use. The nuclear doctrine emphasizes the acquisition of a credible minimum deterrence under a no-first-use policy while reassuring India's capabilities in conducting retaliatory actions for inflicting counter-nuclear offenses. To conclude, India's basic foundations of nuclear doctrine lie in these elements: (1) credible minimum deterrence, (2) no-first-use policy, (3) effective command and control structure, (4) unilateral moratorium on nuclear testing; and (5) global, verifiable, and non-discriminatory nuclear disarmament. (Basic tenets of Indian nuclear doctrine)

Pakistan's nuclear doctrine can be summarized as ambiguous and India-centric. Pakistan's nuclear doctrine is built upon similar principles with different operationalization and deployment conditions compared to India's. The fundamental principles of Pakistan's nuclear doctrine are based on these 5 points; (1) India-centric minimum nuclear deterrence, (2) deployment principle of massive retaliation, (3)
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nuclear first-use policy, (4) counter-value nuclear targeting, and (5) delegative nuclear command and control structure.\textsuperscript{66}

Furthermore, China's nuclear doctrine can also be considered similar to India's, with different perceptions of threats. Since its 1964 nuclear test, China has maintained its minimum deterrence doctrine under a policy emphasizing no-first-use and assuring Chinese capabilities in deploying survivable second strikes for deterrence.\textsuperscript{67} China's acquisition of nuclear power is encouraged by the increasing threat from the United States as an instrument of diplomatic credibility and ensures its survivability.\textsuperscript{68} Specifically, four central schools of thought have guided the development of China's nuclear doctrine, which includes self-defensive nuclear doctrine, minimum nuclear deterrence doctrine, counter-nuclear coercion doctrine, and doctrine of limited deterrence.\textsuperscript{69}

d. Comparing India's Nuclear Posture toward Pakistan and China

The display of behavior that India has been projecting towards Pakistan and China is influenced by a series of external security environment factors and internal structural factors. The first part of the analysis examines the behavior with the Posture Optimization theory, specified to observe regional nuclear power states.\textsuperscript{70}

1. India v. Pakistan: Assured Retaliation

The border standoff in 2019 highlights the current India-Pakistani nuclear clash, which includes an intense exchange of retaliatory strikes across the LoC.\textsuperscript{71} Even though there were no nuclear deployments at the end of the day, India portrays a relatively alert and reactive behavior against Pakistan. The threats of using nuclear weapons as retaliatory strikes and occasional offensive restraint become the character of India's approach towards Pakistan.\textsuperscript{72} This response is an assured retaliation posture derived from structural and systematic factors: unavailability of a third-party patron, absence of any conventionally-superior proximate offensive threat, and India's assertive civil-military arrangement.

Firstly, regarding Pakistan, India does not have any third-party patron that could provide them further protection against Pakistan's nuclear attacks. Perceiving Pakistan as a lesser power, India tends to

\textsuperscript{66} Ibid.
face Pakistan directly, rejecting any intervention from others.\textsuperscript{73} India's unilateral approach against Pakistan is considered to assure direct deterrence and avoid heightened tension with external involvement. Although it is undeniable that India has a strategic alliance with the United States and Pakistan received military support from China, they limit their role as a strategic partner in this case.\textsuperscript{74}

India perceived Pakistan as a non-conventionally superior proximate offensive threat in the security environment variable. Based on conventional military power, Pakistan can be considered inferior to India. Comparing their army capabilities deployed within the borders, air force capabilities in delivering offenses, and supporting equipment in table 1 showed India's advantage against Pakistan's defense equipment.\textsuperscript{75}

| Table 1. India and Pakistan Conventional Military Power Comparison |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Type**                        | **India** | **Pakistan** |
| Army                            |           |               |
| Total Equipment                 | 19.995    | 10.612        |
| Armored Fighting Vehicle        | 7.076     | 6.012         |
| Anti-Tanks                      | 3.110     | 5             |
| Artillery                       | 9.809     | 4.595         |
| Air Force                       |           |               |
| Total Equipment                 | 1.196     | 436           |
| Aircrafts capable of use        | 768       | 413           |
| Helicopter                      | 39 Alliant tech systems and 389 MRHs | 19 MRHs and 4 TPT |
| Military Personnel              |           |               |
| Total Active Military Troops    | 1.458.500 | 651.800       |

*Source: The International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2021*

From another perspective, comparing military expenditures can also be used as an economic parameter to compare military prioritization between India and Pakistan. India's defense spending ranked second place after China with USD 64,1 billion, around six times Pakistan's defense spending of USD 10,8


\textsuperscript{75} The International Institute for Strategic Studies, “Chapter Six: Asia”, in *Military Balance 2021* (S.1.: Routledge, 2021)
billion.\textsuperscript{76} In 2020, India's defense spending experienced a 3-10% increase, while Pakistan's defense spending decreased by around 3-10%.\textsuperscript{77} Hence, seeing their military capabilities and budget prioritization, it can be concluded that India's military capabilities are superior to Pakistan's.

Lastly, India's adoption of an assertive command and control structure leaves any decision related to nuclear weapon deployment to Indian civil authorities. Through its NCA two-layered control structure over its nuclear arsenals, Prime Ministers have the full authority to issue any orders, and the National Security Advisor executes said directives.\textsuperscript{78} It implies that the decision-making process for affairs related to nuclear power will go through a more thorough bureaucratic process, ensuring no accidental or unauthorized use of nuclear force.\textsuperscript{79} Knowing that nuclear policies are under civil authority implies that the interest of the current ruling party will also influence every nuclear policy. The formulation of the current Indian nuclear doctrine is highly influenced and endorsed by the interest of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in securing their position in the Indian political contestation.\textsuperscript{80} The legitimization of an assertive command and control structure implies that political dynamics and inclination became significant in determining the interpretation and implementation of the nuclear doctrine.\textsuperscript{81}

In this case, Pakistan's position as a natural adversary leaves a lack of diplomatic ties between India and Pakistan. It grows a tendency for them to have an assertive and coercive approach.\textsuperscript{82} As India focuses on directly deterring Pakistan with its nuclear capabilities, the tension of nuclear deployment is rather prevalent. However, it often comes in the form of threats following retaliatory actions. Especially in facing Pakistan's ambiguous and India-centric nuclear doctrine under a delegative command and control structure, India portrays a more assertive and reactive behavior against Pakistan as a diplomatic approach may not be effective.\textsuperscript{83} The clash in their nuclear doctrine resulted in a hostile and suspicious bilateral relationship.

2. **India v. China: Catalytic Posture**

Compared to Pakistan, China's latest clash with India in the Doklam plateau can be regarded as a 'managed' one. The lack of agreement within the establishment of LAC resulted in a high frequency of skirmishes and frictions involving land and air power between India and China that occurred during the Doklam crisis.\textsuperscript{84} Despite the rising tension coming from the conventional offenses by the local military officials within the borders, the situation was managed during the Wuhan Conference 2018 and Mahabalipuram 2019 as a formal diplomatic means to overcome their strategic differences and through

\textsuperscript{76} Ibid.
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informal negotiation through Prime Minister Modi and President Xi relations. An agreement to disengage from the conflict shows a degree of compromise between both countries despite an ongoing border dispute and growing insecurity from growing nuclear power. Both states seem reluctant to escalate the nuclear conflict, which correlates to India's adopting a catalytic posture against China.

One factor influencing the adoption of the India catalytic posture toward China is the availability of the United States as a reliable third-party patron that could grant protection for India. The overall power comparison between India and China shows that the gap is disproportionately disadvantageous for India. China has twice as many active military personnel as India, with 2.035,000 personnel. China's defense spending reached USD 193.3 billion in 2020, exceeding India's defense spending thrice. India's nuclear weapons also fall short of 150 warheads compared to China's 320 warheads. Logically speaking, India alone is heavily disadvantaged in its conflict with China. In that case, India has maintained its strategic relations with the United States since 1962 to deter the possible threat from China.

India's strategy to divert China's attention to the United States aligns with China's status as a growing global power. The United States presence affects China's judgment of using nuclear forces on Indian offenses. On the other hand, for the United States, this opportunity serves as a way to counter China's influence in the Asia Pacific. That makes the United States India's patron in this issue, which can be considered India's bargaining chip. In the Doklam Crisis, the India-United States strategic alliance established a perspective of how India could be the United States offshore balancer against China by having the United States as its patron. With this, China's primary focus shifted from any escalation of Sino-Indian conflicts to the expansion of power by the United States. Hence, India can have assertive approaches against China while maintaining cooperation under the catalytic posture.

e. Plausibility of Cooperation Under Nuclear Tension: Jervis' Four Worlds

Under the typologies of Jervis' Four Worlds, it is seen that the accumulation of nuclear power between India, Pakistan, and China has grown a certain degree of security dilemma against each other. From India's perspective, nuclear weapon development could not stop as China continuously grows as a
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disproportionately stronger adversary.\textsuperscript{95} While it is undeniable that the increasing power brought insecurity to Pakistan's national defense, pushing them to follow India's nuclear development suit.\textsuperscript{96} The growing security dilemma resulted in bilateral relations identical to conflict and tension, although the degree may differ. Correlating to the previous analysis of nuclear posture, the combination of security-environmental and unit-level variables has resulted in highly hostile relations between India and Pakistan. At the same time, India shows a relatively cooperative standing with China despite the similar circumstances of nuclear threats.

1. The Doubly Dangerous World of India and Pakistan

With no successful and sustainable effort in defusing the conflict and an ongoing 'arms race,' hostility and suspicion became a characteristic of India-Pakistani relations.\textsuperscript{97} India is highly reactive with retaliatory actions to assure deterrence against Pakistan's movements, with Pakistan acting the same against India.\textsuperscript{98} With the lack of trust and willingness to compromise, India and Pakistan need to restrain themselves from strategically going nuclear with each other.\textsuperscript{99} Although India's nuclear doctrine prevented them from deploying any nuclear weapon first and opted for limited-scaled conventional attacks, Pakistan's nuclear doctrine has no similar reassurance. The reactive exchange of fire between India and Pakistan still leaves fears of escalating with no effective CBM or trust-building mechanism.\textsuperscript{100}

The highly hostile relations between India and Pakistan could be categorized as the first world of Jervis, a dangerous double world where conflicts are imminent, and arms races are very likely.\textsuperscript{101} The reactive retaliatory actions, high frequency of conflicts, and dynamic developments of nuclear forces will make India and Pakistan's offenses with each other prone to an escalation of tension.\textsuperscript{102} India's adoption of an assured retaliation posture maintains the security dilemma felt by India towards Pakistan. Although it does suppress Indian direct actions against Pakistan, insecurity grows as both states increase their nuclear power to deter each other. In this world, deterrence is more plausible than normalizing bilateral relations or maintaining a sustainable CBM.\textsuperscript{103} As a result, India and Pakistan's bilateral relationship is far from cooperative.


\textsuperscript{100} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{103} Ibid.
2. **Sino-Indian Cooperation Under Intense Security Dilemma**

India's patronage of the United States influenced China to be more reluctant in escalating their small-scale conflicts with India into an all-out war. With their ambition to become a global power, the United States will be their center of attention. Their primary interest is to drive the United States away from the region. Especially with conflicts between India and China mainly being minor skirmishes, India's aggressiveness is often dismissed. It diverts its focus on the India-United States strategic alliance that may affect the geopolitical dynamics in South Asia. Under this catalytic posture and considering India's nuclear power gap with China, India's nuclear power accumulation did not threaten China's security significantly.

However, it is not to say that the security dilemma did not exist between India and China. A degree of insecurity from increased power amidst conflicts, including territorial disputes and Dalai Lama sentiments, is still prevalent in their relations. This resulted in Jervis' second world, which shows that an accumulation of nuclear power did not threaten either state, although an intense security dilemma exists. With the United States backing up India with a degree of protection, nuclear offenses from China are unlikely to prevent involvement from the United States. Moreover, the availability of The United States as the third patron did not require India to respond to China's threats directly.

To prevent further involvement from the United States, China tends to opt for diplomacy in efforts to de-escalate Sino-Indian conflicts. Although stalemates are often reached in the discussions, India and China seem to use personal relations, informality, and bilateral diplomacy to settle their disagreements. India utilizes the United States support to neutralize the hostile nature of Sino-Indian conflicts while persuading China to play safely in conflicts involving India. Under this arrangement, India can be in an environment that allows building cooperation with China while setting aside their disputes.
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Conclusion

As the security dilemma grows with the accumulation of nuclear power in Southern Asia, India's different nuclear posture adoption affects its bilateral relations with Pakistan and China. The availability of patrons, a conventionally-superior proximate threat, and India's assertive civil-military arrangement resulted in an assured retaliation against Pakistan and a catalytic posture against China. These implicate India's bilateral relations with Pakistan and China, making Pakistani threats more reactive and hostile while China shows more reluctance in their disputes. India-Pakistan relations fit into Jervis' first world, filled with hostile conflicts and the arms race. Sino-Indian relations fulfill the intense security dilemma without significantly affecting their power accumulation. This explains the highly hostile relations between India and Pakistan and the plausibility of Sino-Indian antagonistic cooperation. Even though both cases are under the same circumstances of nuclear tension.

As the research is focused on the adoption of nuclear posture, further research is possible to explore the factors that might affect the different behaviors that India portrayed toward Pakistan and China. The scope of this research is limited to India's nuclear power capabilities up until 2019, and their implication to their bilateral relations with Pakistan and China, in which the data presented might not be entirely reliable due to the degree of ambiguity and transparency of the state's power projection. This research acknowledges that India's bilateral relations with Pakistan and China might not be exclusively affected by nuclear posture, as there are other confrontations and projections of power that India utilizes against its adversaries.

This research also attempts to build the correlation between posture optimization theory and Robert Jervis Four world model. The hypothesis can be explored more with other cases, especially those that show the world of intense security dilemmas with possibilities to increase power without threatening other states under asymmetric escalation.
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